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ON CATEGCBIAI. EMBEMINGS CF TC2PO.LOGICAL STRUCTURES INTO 
ALGEBRAIC 
ZdenSk HEDRLlN and AleS PUUTR, Praha 
J.R* Isbell investigated in [3] the categories which 
can be fully embedded into a category of algebras and -
later on - he has proposed to call auch categories bound-
able* 
The aim of the present paper is to prove that catego-
ries of a certain type are boundable* Among these catego-
ries are (under an assumption on non-existence of measu-
rable cardinals), the category of topological spaces with 
continoue mappings, category of uniform spaces with uni-
formly continuaoa mappings, the category of proximity spa-
ces with proximity mappings, category of topological al-
gebras of a given type with continuous homomorphiems, tri-
vial category of ordinals etc* 
To show the main idea of this paper we shall discuss 
as an example the category of topological spaces with con-
tinuous mappings* Denote by P~ the contravariant functor 
associating with every set X its power set PCX) and 
with every mapping f ; X -> V m mapping f : P(y)~* 
-+P(X) defined by f (Y,) - i'H^) for every V, c V. 
A topology % on X may be considered as a unary relation 
ft on P C X ) ; namely, Xi € * If and only if X f ia 
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open; a mapping f : ( X , T ) "-*(%&) ia continuoua if and 
only if P"*(4) ia compatible with relation* /just dea-
cribed. Similarly, aome other eategoriea etudied in mathe-
matica are given in the following way: 
given a aet functor F and a type A , the objecta are 
couplea CX7 R ) , where R ia a ayatem of relatione of 
" the type A on FCX) and f J (KtR) ->(Y,S) ia a morph-
iem if and only if Ft#) la compatible. We ahall ahow 
that if the functor F haa a certain property - wa call 
it aelectivity - then the category deaerlbed above la 
boundable. Roughly epeaking, a aet functor F la ©electi-
ve, if there ia a canonical relational ayatem on the aet8 
F C X ) aueh that the compatibility with reapect to thla 
ayatem aelecta exactly the mappinge of the type F (-f ) 
among all mappinga fy: F C X ) ~* FCY) -
The eategoriea defined by relational eysteme have bean 
atudied in [lj# There haa been proved that any auch a cate-
gory can be fully embedded into the category of algebrae 
with two unary operation* - denoted by <C/l (1, 1 ) - or in-
to the category ?Z (the objecta of ?t are aeta each 
with a binary relation and morphiame are all compatible 
mappinga). In fact, 9t ia the category of directed grapha 
and their graph-homomorphiame. Thla result will be help-
full for the proof that eategoriea we have mentioned are 
1 boundable. We remark that from [ 2J alao follow* that a cate-
gory ia boundable if and only if it la laomorphic with a 
full eubcategory of M ( <t&(1, 1) f reap.). 
t The paper ia divided into four paragraph*. Paragraph 1 
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contains conventions concerning notation* la the paragraph 
2 we define the notion of a selective functor and prove a 
few theorems about it. Further, in the paragraph 3 we show 
that certain functors are selective* It la alao given an 
example of a functor which la not selective. Paragraph 4 
contains some, consequences of the previous ones with appli-
cations of the theory to some often discussed categoriea. 
Among the results of this paper there are alao new 
proofs of two theorems by J.R. Isbell - to whoa we thank 
for a very stimulating correspondence - namely, that a 
dual of a boundable category is boundable and that the tri-
vial category of ordinals is boundable. We are indebted to 
P. Vopftnka for valuable advice and to L. Bukovsktf, who cal-
led our attention to a paper [4], one part of which con-
cerns the selectivity of the functor P~ • 
§ 1* Conventions concerning notaUQfl* Throughout this 
paper we mean under m set functor any functor from the ca-
tegory of sets into the category of sets* The identical 
functcr from the category of seta onto itself will be deno-
ted by I • 
If GL, % are categories, we write (& =-»«£, if 
there exists a full embedding of (& into cC, i.e. <& =-> 
=-> X means that there exists a one-to-one covariant func-
tor which maps £L onto a full subcategory of 2C * If we 
want to express that a functor 4 n a» *MLs property, we 
write $;<&---•«£• If there is any (covariant or eon* 
tra variant) one-to-one functor which maps <& onto m full, 
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subcategory of it, we writ a (Q, &+ «-€ , The dual cate-
gory to a category @L ia denoted by cLdfiL , Evidently, 
i t holda 
<Sl *->£ «--> ci<£, =-» c£& , 
(&*+£<—> (2,*-+ £ or ddl~+ £ m 
A type A meana a aequence A -* {<*£ I /3 < T •? > wh& r * 
^C. , /3 7 T*
 a r e ordinala. The aum of the type A ^ - S E A , 
means SI <^n in the usual sense of the aum of ordinals* 
/3<r ' 
It A^ » {oc£ I /3 < T * I are typea indexed by ordi-
» 
nala u <• oT 7 then the aum of these types 5LL A^ i s a 
type A -» {<&£ 1/J<-E T*7, where oc^+/3 • a&^ holda 
for every e e * Z { T A | ^ < ^ i * 
Let /& be an cc -nary relation on a set X , A> an 
0t -nary relation on a aet Y . A mapping -f t X —>Y ia cal-
led / t ^ -compatible, i f the following implication.holds: 
{ X j l <OC} 6 !t a ^ { - f (XL ) \ L < cC } € S . 
Under a relational ayatem R of a type A =*{<x*fl \/i< T) 
on a set X we mean a ayatem R * {/fc- I /3 < T } > where 
every ^ ia a <£# -nary relation on X . It R « { ̂  f 
(S-*{>^|], reap*) ia a relational ayatem of the type A on 
a set X ( Y, reap.), then -r; X - > Y ia called R S -
compatible, if it ia ^ A ^ A -compatible for every fh < T* 
The following eategory will play an important role in 
this paper: 
Category T ({F^ , A t It € 3 } ) : Let J be a aet, 
J-, (L e J ) aet functora, A^ typea. The objects of 
*®(iK f\^L e Jl) are aystems (X.fR^ U 6 J } ) ; where 
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X is a set and R 0 are relational systems of the type A^ 
an FL (X ) . Morphisms from (X, { Ry ] ) into f y, K $<,}) 
are all mappings i ; X -> Y such that ^ C ̂  ) is R^ SL -
compatible if F0 is covarlant or Fu C-f) is S0 R^ -com-
patible, if f̂  is contravariant • for every t € J , Ex-
actly, we should say that morphisms are triples < ( X , 
i \ I ) f "Sfy.*{Sfr I > > , out certainly there is no danger 
of misunderstanding* 
Remarks- l) Sometimes we shall write T({F^}^]) in-
stead of T({ F^, A t I c € J} ) , if it is clear which set J 
is meant. If J is a one-point set, we write simply 
T(F 7 A ) . If J' • J u { t0 } we write often 0 Y { FL , 
A t It eJj, CF^ , A t o)J) instead of Vtt ?<,,&<, It eJ'/J etc. 
A void type, i.e. {ot^ I /J < 0 } ; is denoted by 0 * Evident-
ly, W ( 17 0 ) = T* , where T denotes the category of 
sets. -
2) The category T(lf A ) is the same category as 
#t(A)in the notation of CI). 
3) If F^ * F for t e J' c J , then V«F0,Aj t eJ}) 
is isomorphic with the category T({ FL ; A^ \ u e J ^ J'} > 
f £, -E f A^ 11 € J'j)) , where the last sum is taken by a 
well ordering of the set J' • 
4) Evidently, the category of topological apacea with 
continuous mappings is isomorphic with a full subcategory of 
TCP-,**} > < 
§ 2. Selfctive functors* The symbol a will denote the 
obvious £orf«t<ul functor from the category T({ F^^&Ju c J i ) 
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into T t 
Iftfllttlgp 1- One-to-one aet functor F into wil l hi 
called A -aelective, i f there ia A ' and a functor 
§ :7>(lf &)-Z*T(l9A') auoh that 
D«$ m F • o . 
The functor F will be called select ive, i f i t la A - s e -
lective for every type A . 
Theorem 1. Let functors F and G be naturally equi-
valent and the functor F be A -aelective* Than G la 
A -selective* 
Proof* Let T? F - ^ G and T' : G ~+ F be tranafor-
mat ions auoh that T • T' ia the identity transformation 
of Cx and T / • T ia the identity transformation of F • 
Lot $ J T(lf &)Z+T(lf A ' ) and Q»<$ - F« a - If 
CX,R) ia an object of -7*Ci, A ) , we have <$ CK , R ) ~ 
*CFCX),"R). Let A' - {/3yc ! o o < y j # I f R « { £ • ? , 
than £^ c (F(K))/S^ . Put 
and define W(X, R) - O K X ) , ! >, ¥Cf) - GC-f ) . Further, 
we shall give the proof for G contravariant (and, henoe, 
F contravariant )• For covariant G the proof would be 
eimilar. 
Let -f ; { X f R ) - * ( y , S ) b« a morphiaa. lhan FC-f) : 
CFCy),3)-*CFCX) . ,I) ia a aorphian. Let f ^ J € ^ * 
Then xy » Ty (^) , wfcera (^ } e 3 ^ and wa gat 
#C^)C^)J«{?C#)*TyC^)H^.FC^%5f£|^a {FC^Cy^jc ^ . 
Thus, ¥ i s a functor £*©•- T(I% A ) into 1>CI., &'). 
If ia evidently one-to-om and i t reaaine only to prows 
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that It maps T (lf A ) onto a fu l l subcategory of 
V(l,&'). Let q.: (G(Y),Z)~±(<r(X), 5 ) be a aorph-
ism. Put "§. - Tx» fr'Ty . IT { *fc J « ** > than 
f^»Ty Cx t)je ^ . As T and T' are" mutually inveraa 
transformations, {"^ • £• • Ty *** ) j € ^ . Hence, 
$> i (F(y)J'S)^CF(X)^ 1 ) la a morphia* and £ -» F(t), 
where f : CX, R ) -> C y, S ) la a morphiam. Wa gat 
F t t ) * ^ ' • ^ • T y « * 
j . * Tx. P(t). Ty'* G(4).Ty*T^ ~ &Cf) -
The proof la finished. 
Theorem 2. A composition of a f in i te number of selec-
tive functors i s a selective functor. 
Proof. It suffices to consider only two functors. Let 
F and (r be selective functors, A a type. There ex-
i s t 
$ ; T(l9A)^T(l,^f) *s*y>. V(l,d)x+V(l^') 
such that a * $ * F * C3 and a • Y * G * Q . We have 
f •$ : ra,A)̂ * ra,^) 
and o • Y * <$ » ( ? • * • • $ s G • F • o » 
Theorem 3. If there exlata a contravariant A -selec-
tive functor, then 
dT(l,A)*+ n l^>*et(1,1) etc.). 
.proof. Let F be the contravariant .A -selective 
functor, $ the corresponding functor from T (1, A ) 
Into V (!,£>') * § must be also contravariant, and 
we get 
dr(ijA)*+.rafA') < * n(^) m cm. 
It i s proved in t i l that W ( . d ' W 02, . We get 
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Theorem A. If FL are Z ^ -selective functors, then 
TCiGi, *,,V ~+ TCiF,,* $ , 4 , » 
for some types <£>' » 
Prjatf. Let $ t : T(lr &L) -̂» T( 17 -*'<, ) be functors 
such that a © <&, * Fu ° a . Let C X, { Rt I) be an object in 
^C-CGi,, A j ) . for any relational syatem RL on GL (X) 
we choose R' such that 
M C G i C X ^ R ) ) . « £ • ( ? „ K X ) , R^) • 
Put $ CCX ,{Rp j)) m (K , { R[ J ) , which i s an object in 
W { ^ ° f i t i AL? ) , and $ C f ) * « f , If f i s a morphism 
f r e a C X j I R ^ P into Cy, {SL})9then (r^C-f) i s either 
R^St -compatible ( GL covariant) or ^ Rc-compatible 
( GL contravarlant). Hence, (FL * GJC-f)« §L (GL (f)) i s 
either R̂  S^ -compatible or SL RL -compatible. Hence, 
$ (i) » -f i s a morphism from (X,{R'L }) into (Y,iS'L\) 
and $ ia a functor from T({GL ,A>L\) into T({ FL* <£ i 
^1 i )• $ i a evidently one-to-one. It remains to prove 
that i t s image i s a ful l subcategory. 
Let f: (X,iR'L t)~+CY9 iS'Ll) *be a morphism. Then 
$L(GL(f))m(F^* GJ($) i s either R'o $'L-compatible or 
Ŝ  KL-compatible. There must be c&L : GL (X) -+ GL (Y) 
^% s ^l (y) ~* GL (X) , i f GL i s contravarlant ,resp.) 
sueh that g*L la either R^S^ -compatible or SLRC-compa-
tible and §t, (GL Cf)) m. $L (^ ) . Since # t i s a one-to-
one functor, we get GL(f)m g^ a na &L (4) i s either 
R̂  Sy -compatible or S^ Rt -compatible. Thus, S « <$ (4), 
where -f : CX, { Rt J ~-» Cy, i SL J ) i s a morphism. The 
proof i s finished. 
Theorem 5. Let F be a 0 -selective functor, FL 
be arbitrary set functors. Then 
r« f=> F, -\?> ^ 9^<Ft , AJ), fI > ^ » ^or son* .^ . 
If F i s covariant, we may write -=-* instead of -£--> -
Proof. Let <J / 1T=-* TCI , <£ ) be a functor such 
that a o § » F ( F i s 0 -se lec t ive ! ) . Denote by RA 
a relational system such that $ f*) * CFCX)7 RA ) . Let 
C X 7 { R J ) be an object in V«FC * F, &L I ) . Put 
G « X , { R J ) ) ~ C F C X ) , { R L / , R A ) , &C4) <* FCf) . 
Bvidentlyy G((X 7 i R0 } )) i s always an object in 
r«Fu9Aj,(l9A)).j£ ^tCK,{RJ)^(V1{SLl) i s a 
morphism, then FCf) i s R̂  R -compatible (or Ry R x -
compatible) and ( FL o F ) (i >«• FL C F Cf )) ia R̂  S t -compa-
tible (or Ŝ  RL -compatible, i f F i s contravariant). 
Thus, G i s evidently one-to-one functor into /^l«Fu7^cj, 
C I , A ) ) . Let 9. * CFCX),-fR^,Rx)-^CFC^-fS^j, R y ) 
( i f F i s contravariant, then £ * CFCy), <S0j, Ry)-+(F(X), 
4Rt J, R x » be a morphism. As q~ i s Rx Ry -compatible 
( Ry Rx -compatible, reap.), 9. » FC-f
2) for soma f ;X-* y* 
Sinee FL (q,) « f[ • FC-f) i s R6 S t -compatible ( S4 R^-
compatlble, reap.), we get *£ - CX, -f Rc J ) ~> (V, i SL i ) 
and g. -» GC4) . 
Theorem 6. Let F̂  be selective functors. If there 
exist selective functors GL such that GL * FL *? F, then 
TC«f Ft, ^ I *+ ae <-*-* <MC171) etc . ) . 
Ifroof. By theorem 4 and remark 3 in the paragraph 1, 
TdFu1^)^TCF,^) 9 where & « 21 < . 
By theorem 5, TCP,A)-^ T C C l , ^ ) , C I , - ^ " » . 
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Hence, by remark 3 in § 1, TCF9A)2$TCI, &f), where i t 
auff loea to put _ss/ - -^ 4- ^ . If F ia covariant t than 
T(Ff&)s-+T(l9^')9*t* toy f l j , T(F,A.) *-+ ?l . if 
a 
F i« contravariant, than dT (F9 <& ) «-> T(1,^C) and 
T(F9/^Md
tT(Fi^)^dT(l,^).km F ia aerective and 
contravariant, we obtain, by theorem 3, dT(l,/^) =-> ^ . 
The proof ia finiahed. 
gprttllgry 1* **** F, , FA, . , . , F^ be aelective func-
tora. Than 
§ 3 . Soma aaacial functora. FUBĝ fflP fy : Let A be a 
non-void aet. If .X ia a 8et, wa pot QA(X)* X
A (i«a. the 
aet of a l l mappinga from -A into X ); i f i ia a mapping 
from X into y we define QA (i) by 
<kA (*)(&) * f• y • 
Q4 ia evidently one-to-one functor into* 
Remarka. X) If A ia a one-point aet, then QA ia na-
turally equivalent with the identical functor, i f A ia a 
two-point set , QA la naturally equivalent with the func-
tor & , which ia defined hy &(X) - X x X f Q(t)*txt. 
2) Evidently, i f tmd, A*?cmd &, then QA ia na-
turally equivalent with $ B * 
Theorem ?. $^ la a aelective functor* 
£££gg£« By previous remark and by theorem 1, we may aa-
aume that A ia an ordinal number cT ( i . e . the aet of a l l 
ordinala leaa thanr cT )• lm% &** {/3^ loc < y J ? and l e t 
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Zt" be sequence of the length cT 9 every element of which 
is the number 2. Let CX 7 R ) be an object inf S C I , -̂  ) , 
R « *f *^ ? ' Por < * < 3* > <-•**->• ^U b y 
{<4 J « ** « - • {% C0) j e ^ . 
(We remark that 0 la an ordinal, and therefore i t la an 
element of A . ) Put £>' -= A 4- ^ . Further, define 
Arr+a , for a e A , by 
C ? , V > * •V .**^-* <fCo,) - r<0) . 
Thus, R «• "f ̂  > <* < y+* ^ f i s a relational system of 
the type -£./ on dA CX) * 
Let -f * CX7 R) - * Cy, S ) be a morphism, and f 9£ |«r .4^, 
oC < T» I t means < % CO)} € .^ „ Thus, 
{CQA (My. ))C0)\*it*% COfe {4(g>L (0))} e A* and {QA(f )C% )} e ^ 
Let Cg>,if )€/tTim<z'f hence, cfCa)**fCO) waH$ocpCa)**$ofCO), 
i.e. «?/*%), a^)<V)) e ^ ^ ^ , if *; cx,R)->fy, s ) 
i s a morphism, we put $ CX, R)*CQACX),R ) and $(*)-QAC4). 
Evidently, $ i s a one-to-one functor from TCI, -a) into 
TC 1, A ' ) . As • • $ * G,, « a y i t remains to prove that 
$ maps ^C I . <& ) onto a fu l l subcategory of TCI, <-*') * 
Let 9.; ca* cx),£)-+CQ4cy;,§), cpCa) - - r r ^ ) -
Jala £ ^ QA (X) such that ^ CO) * <f Ca ) . Nflence,* 
(tf, X ^e%>+«,> &> %}e *r+*r * S i n c * 9- x* * ^ -compa-
t i b l e , Cty(g>),$(%))e Xr^9 Cq,Cy), <&*(%)€ %r+fr • 
We have q (cp)(a) *q-C%)C0) « ^C^K-fr) . i f * - cy Ca)^ 
we define a mapping -f * X -» Y by f Cx) * g.C9>)Co.). Evident-
ly , for every X there exist <y> and a, such that •* ~ 
«q>Ca) . By previou8 considerations, ^CcjOfa) i s defined 
uniquely. It holdss * * <f Ca)*:q.(c?)Ca) tor any cf and a,. 
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Hence, q, = QA C4 ) . It remaina to prove that the mapping 
•f we have eonatructed ia R S -compatible* L e t f ^ J e /t .̂. 
Define a mapping % M - * X by ^ C e ) » X6 for a l l a. e 
€ A . Henee, f <%1 e Ic^ *tA {$ *9>0l ** {q-C^^l e ^ > 
Finally, frYx,,)? » f *F * % C0)J s ^ * The proof ia finiahed. 
Definition* If X ia a 8et, we put PTX)«f^ \^1
C xl* 
It 4 i X~+ V ia a mapping, we define PTf)s P T y ) ~ * P~CX) 
by P"f-f)M) « f ' M ) , where f "'M ) denotea, aa ueu-
*al, the preimage of the 8at A by the mapping f * 
Remark* The functor P" la naturally equivalent with 
% functor F ., whleh aaaoolatea with every 8et A the aet 
I* of a l l mappinga from X into 2 ~ {07
/lj ^ and with eve-
ry -f ; A -> Y a mapping from ly into -2X defined 
ay FC4)Ccf)~Cf * { for a l l cp € ly . 
Theorem 8* Deaignate by (M) the following assertion: 
(M) There exiete a cardinal cf auch that every cf-ad-
ditive two-valued meaeure ia qf -additive, T any cardi-
nal* 
If (M) holda, then P" ia a aeleetive functor* 
QC&pX* First , we remark that the condition (M) may be 
formulated aleo in the following way: There exists a cardi-
nal cf auch that any ultraf l i ter , which ia cloaed under 
the intersections of41 cT se t s , la trivial ( i» another termi-
nology fixed)* 
Let z**f/5L ! < * < r ? > ^ f 4 , £ , cTV-fj y put A? m A + &>" • 
It C X 9R ) i s an object in S a , A > ; w e define relatione 
oa P~CX) | y : for oc < tf" , 
i** J € £«e *~* CC^ € X*. *>r e*ery 4, ),-*f * 4 J £ ^ ) , 
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A e %r **=> A *> 0 i 
(A,&)eZr^ «-* A * CCB) ( i .e . A * X v. B ) , 
{At,U*n2<^ Ar~n{Au\L^<f1-
Pttt ff«{«fc lot^r^^Fc^R)»CPT)()^)-Let **CX7 R)-* 
^ Cy, S) be a morphiam, <x< r , -f K J € *« • ^t- frfy )j<£ ̂  -
Hence, there are ^e -f"iCy ) such that f ^ $ e ^ . Then 
we have {«f C<x<, ) I e ^ and 4 (x^ )e YL - a contradiction. 
The easee cC-*T? r + ^ r 4 ^ *-*• obvious. 
We gets P~ i s a (evidently, one-to-one) functor 
from VCI^} into T C I , - --O. I t remains to prove that 
i t maps TCI9 A ) onto a ful l subcategory of "TCI , £?)• 
Let 9,; CPmCY)9£)-+CP~CX)9 R ) be a morphiam. Since £-
is -̂c >̂ oc -compatible, for oc - T - T~*-1<> f+2,w* 
derive easily: 
$.cco;))« cc^cy,)) , 
<}Cy)=X,9Cn{yala€-Al)mn(q,C^ia€A) toreajtetA &<r, 
tyCY.u y^ = #CYf)ug.cyJl),y,cY2~*&cy,)c&cyz), 
Yi 9 Y2 disjoint ^g-CY,), 9-(Y%) * disjoint, 
Thus, the family {ty C{<y,\ ) l<y, e Y} contains only mutually 
disjoint sets. We shall prove that this family is a cover 
of X , Let * 6 X, Put J « {Z I Z <= y, x € 9. C Z ) / . 
J is an ultrafilter on y , closed under the intersec-
tion of cT sets. By the assumption, J is trivial and 
contains a one-point set i<y>l . We get x e ^ ({y~ § ) . Nov, 
def *.ne + - X -* Y by -f Cx )-* /y, c»# * € 9, C{y. j ) * By the 
previous considerations, $ is well defined. 
• 389 -
f f x * f ^ y , ) , t h e n f fo)~ ^ € >.; and x€g,Cfyi)c 
c cy C% ) - We get fm Yy; ) c ^ f ^ ) for every % c y . 
Specially, C Cr1C%' n-rXcCY, ))cq.CCCyi )hCfy C% )),and, 
finality, 9. .* P T ^ ) . 
I t remaino to prove that f ia Ft^/s -compatible 
tm every ac < -y* L e t { * t \ e ^ , {fC^)} € A^ , Then 
iCJC^))}e %* , and, conaequentlyf^f*t^(T^ )>} e %* • 
But Xj,c f" £f f,Kt )) , and we have got a contradiction* 
We remark that the last proof usee the same idea as the 
proofa in 151 and the proof of 2*5 in 12}. 
Definition., If X ia a aet, we put Pi'CX)^XiIX^c Xj. 
If 4 1 X ~* V , we define P"̂ C-f ) s P+fX;~» P ^ t / ; by 
p*CW*f>- KX^^H, <*(*H • 
Theorem 9. The functor P* ia not selective (even not 
0 -selective)* 
Remark* At this point we must emphasize that we work in 
the Godel-Bernaya aet theory with the axiom of infinity* Of 
course, i f we assume the negation of the azioa of infinity,, 
the functor P* would he selective* 
Proof» Assume P+ Is selective* Then there exists a 
type £* * i fat - °C < Tf J and a functor F; V=~± TCl, A ) / 
euch that a * F * P+• a . fe denoted0* mxd, *#<fi*((i* \«<y*}» 
tf* 
Let X he an infinite set such that caxd X > 2 . Choose an 
•rhitrary :x# € X and a mapping f ? X - f X s { ^ J , which 
ia one-to-one onto* Define 9. ; P+CX) -* P+OO hy: 
9 , f X f ) ^ / ( T X f ) for a*** * f £ 2 ^ , 
9. CX^€t(X4 ) v <<**} *<* <wt
 xf > s ^ * 
ividently, %, 4* P*£li) for any Jv t X~* X * 
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9 
L«t TCX)^C?¥X,iK^ i . There exista <** <• X a»* 
{Xu } * *>* «
C t t t h a * i%- (*i, ^1 $ %<*< IfcaMcC XL * Z^ 
for every L 7 P
4" Cf) would not be ^ ^ -compatible. 
Hence, coe^ X^ > 2 for some ae * 
Put X** U-f X^ I c < /3 J • we define a system ^ of 
subsets of X* hy: 0 
A e <VC «-~> A - C\{AL \u «z (l«] , 
where every A^ i s either Xu or X * \ X ^ . I t i s ea-
sy to see that cOL forms a disjoint cover of X * • 
Define Wl^* < A I AeVt,Ac Xu]. Evidently, X0 » 
r U ^ . Further, define 
^.{AlAe&tteoHCAtrt, «fcf - « 6 ^ ^ ! 
££*.-: U < ^ f 11 < / | J, i--^ .2, Since c<.W ^ -i 1**t we have 
e**c£ X<, > 2 ° ^ <Ul + 0 . 
It A e HJL, &*tet A > 2 ^ choose any fixed a- e A . Since 
<md,4CA)*caccLCA-{al)7%l*T% exists A^ ; A - * f CA)u {*ah 
which i s onto and A^ (a) » o^ . Denote y * CX^X^uUW* 
and define A - X ~» y by: 
A 6 c ) ^ f Y . X > for x € Y , 
hU)= \(x) tor x e A e <MZ . 
If omd Xu & l
cr
7 we have X^ « U
4 ^ and 
P + A CXt) - A 0 1 { A / A £ g£/ ? - U{ACA ) IA e « * # -
• l A f f C A - A c « ^ J - " f « ^ ) - ^ 6 * t ) -
If £o&i X̂  > 2 ? then 15t̂  i s non-void and we have 
P+A(X,,)* U{A(A)I A e W*} u U{h(A)\A€<€ltl~ 
* U t f C A ) I A £ « / j i / l ^ ^ 
Thus, P*A (Xl)^q,(Xt0 ) for every t and, hence, P ^ 
i s not compatible* We have got a contradiction* 
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§ 4t A w U c q n m i As the assumption (M) wil l be 
frequently used in this paragraph, we remark that (M) i s 
consistent with the Godel-Bernays set theory and i s not 
In contradiction with the existence of inaccessible car-
dinals. 
fhsorem 10. Assuming (M)t the dual to a boundable 
category i s boundable* 
ECfipi. The proof follows immediately from theorems 
3 and 8 . 
Theorem 11. Assuming (M)t the category of topologi-
cal spaces and a l l their continuous mappings i s boundable* 
££&&(• As we sketched in the introduction! this ca-
tegory may be considered as a ful l subcategory of 
rcp-,11}). 
Theorem 12* Assuming (M) f the category 7 (& ) of 
topological algebras of the type «£~ and their continuous 
homomorphlsms is boundable* 
£Efip£. If & m i<Cp J /3 < 9-i, put A'~{<*0+4lfi 
Evidently, an algebraical structure of the type --> is a 
special case of a relational system of the type -A f and 
the property "to be a homomorphism" is the same as the 
compatibility with respect to the corresponding relational 
system* Similarly as in the proof of the previous theorem, 
¥>(& ) ean be considered as a full subcategory of 
TUP^^i^h (I, ^)>*Hence, by theorems 6 and 8, 
nw>*+ n . 
Theorem U - The category *t of closure spaces (£4J) 
and their cdntinuous Mappings Is - under the assumption 
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(M) * boundable. 
Proof. We shall show that *C'-=--* WC?~7<21 ) . Then the 
theorem will follows from theorems 6 and 8 . 
Let X be a set , AJL the closure function on A . We 
define a relation <uf on P~C X) by: 
C/4, B) € AJJ «->> A z> AJL CB) . 
By definition, a mapping -f - CX, **£)-» CV^IA* ) i s oontlnu-
ous i f and only i f r'C'wCA J) D xcCr'CA )) for every AcYy 
i . e . P~f CV-CAVD U> CP'-P CA )) . The proof will be f i -
nished, i f we prove that -f i s continuous i f and only i f 
p- 4 i s V'H,' -compatible. 
Let -f be continous, (A, &>) € v ', Hence AztnrCB) 
and P-1 (A) z> P'f Cv CB))xxt Cp'fCBV.Thw, C?'<fCA>, 
P"-fCB))€ uJ\ and ?~i i s ir'^'-compatible. Now, l e t 
P~f be v ' / * ' -compatible, A c y . We have C*r*£4),>*)£v' 
andCPVCi/*64)), P'-fCA))e 4JL' , i . e . rtvCA))z>4j.Cr1(A)). 
The mapping "f i s continuous. 
Theorem 14. Assuming (M), the category JZ of proxi-
mity spaces and a l l their proximal mappings i s boundable. 
Proof. If C.X, c O * CYi <%) «-*• proximity spaces, 
( oQ relations "to be proximal"), then, by definition, 
11 CX;cQ ) - * Cy, c£ ) i s a proximal mapping If and only 
i f 
(1) CA,B)ecTi - » C-f CA)1iCB))e c£ 
for %^9%r^ A7 B c X * Denote by fl!) ̂ the complementary 
relations to of and <£ . .Evidently, -P * CX, of) -+CY, c£) 
Is proximal if and only if 
(2) CA,B)e3*»+CriCA)}r
i(B))€ dT .for allCA,B)edF. 
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ffaue, i f we describe the proximities by complementary rela-
tione "to be far", the category Tfl can be coneidered a© 
a ful l subcategory of- TCP", i2} ) , By theorem© 6 and 8, 
Theorem 15> Aaauaing (M), the category 1/1 of uniform 
apaeea and their uniformly continuoua mapping© la boundable* 
ftcoof. If we describe the uniformities by mean© of ay&~ 
tern© of neighbourhood© of diagonals, then the uniformity on 
X i© a unary relation ©n P% <3 CX). $i.TM%4%(X,U)~*(Y,V) 
la uniformly oontinuou© i f and only i f P>fl Cf) 1© V"H -
compatible, 1)1 can be considered a© a fu l l subcategory of 
TCP"* fl, { 4 | ) . Hence, by theorema 2,6,7 and 8, W, «-* 7i > 
Remark* Theorema 13,14,15 could be strengthened In the 
same way aa theorem 11 in theorem 12* Thus, e.g. the catego-
ry of uniform algebrae of the given type with a l l their uni-
formly oontinuou© homomorphiams i s boundable etc* 
Theorem 16, Let f$ denote the trivial category of or-
dinala, i . e . the objects are a l l ordinal©, morphisms a l l 
couple© (cC7(i) where eC # fl, <f/3,y)-»6t?/a)« (<x7 T^ ' 
Assuming (M), WQ 1© boundable. 
.Proof, uenotc by flJ?' the fuU aubcategory v£T(P~,<2D 
generated by object© (*€ 9 %&) 9 where dL ©re non-zero ordi-
nal©, JC^ binary relation on ?m (<*>) defined by: 
(m>f4t) © ^ ^ either m, » 0 and m* « ec or 
m » tf+1 (T<oC) **A*I r\/m,**(Ti • 
fa are going to prove that 7tQ* i s isomorphic with 73P * 
It ©uffiee© to prove that, for 4 * <£-¥fif ?' (4) 1© 
*0 *k -eoapatlble i f and only i f oc * yS and f (f)* T 
for a l l y < **> • 
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Let *C a> / 3 , • P ' o C - * / 3 defined by f (r> * ^ 
for a l l T < <* • Hence, P ^ f a ) - ^ o a for every CLC fi* 
Let On,.,** ) € ftp. it m, * 0} then ML - fi and further 
^C/0/rn-<3cr.-u,)»67C^)6 ^ • I f ^ c / S - O c , we have m̂, * ^+-
-J-1, rerrv* Thua, <y £ cc andCcJcn r̂v, ocnry*) « (<x,,0) e tt^ 
Finally, le t /m-"y+4, jr<- ̂ ; "n, o rrv =. {^J. Then6*n/rn..,ejc/i'rO« 
«r(/m .̂,f3C^/^>^^- ** (r}D/m'n<*' ^ e T and we get /mo C<*>ri 
Let f ; <?c -* /£ be a mapping auch that P" -f ia /*, A -
/» .50 
compatible. Pirst , we ehall ahow that y < oT< oz, impliee 
f(r) < fCcT).** have (-f(r)+1>i*Cr<Ve *A-Since y * 
6 p-f ({ur)}<, ft P~* cf (r> + D, t.:fc<n* *Cr)+ 1, 
and eonaequently, *f f y ) < *f CflO . Thua oc .6 /& . Let y 
be the ieaat element in oc aueh that f(r > «fc <t- Aa + 1* 
increaaing, we get f <y) > y> P~*ft r *> * 0 and P-f(r+D* 
« y . Since Cr*^1, { r ? ) € <*£ , we get ( f i ^ / € 4^ and 
7 5 ^ . Thia la a contradiction, as r € ** • Hence t(r)- T 
for a l l r < * • ^ proof ia finiahed. 
I-rnnlUffB- L«t A be a non-void aet. We define a cate-
gory K(A) by: The objecta are couplee fX, * ) , where X 
ia a aet and X, c A* ( i . e . /I ia a aet of mappings from 
X into A ^ the aet ft wil l be called an inveree A -rela-
tion on X ) ; a mapping f t X-* Y wi l l be a morphiam from 
W , l t ) into Cy, /t>) i f and only i f cf * f e <t for e v e r y ^ a . 
1) The notion of the inverse relation and the oorreapon-
ding choice of mapplnga can be considered in some sense aa 
•• 
a dual notion to the relatione and compatible aappinge. Ac-
tually, an oC -nary relation la a subset of X* (here 
X* is the set of all mappings from oo into X h and 
the compatible mappings are then exactly the mappings 
.f; (X,/t) -* CY., 4) which fulfill the condition 4 ° <? € 
€ /* for every cp e n, . 
2) Topology can be considered as an inverse binary 
relation. Let A *• 2 » {0, 4J . If r is a topology on a 
set X 7 put T is the set of all characteristic func-
tions of open seta. Evidently, 4 : (X?T) -*(Y9(r) is con-
tinuous if and only if -f is a morphism from M , T) in-
to (Y7 9) in 1/(2) . 
3) Similarly, a differential structure on a manifold 
is essentially an inverse E^ -relation. Let M and N 
be two differentiable manifolds, /c ( A> reap.) the set 
of all differentiable mappings from M ( N reap.) into 
the real liqs E1 . -f : M -» N is differentiable if 
and only if Cf * 4 e /c for every c? e A . 
Theorem 17. Assuming (M), 2/(A) is boundable for 
any set A • 
Proof. Evidently, if ca4*£ /4 - <*i*̂  & , then 3^4 ) 
and ^Cb) are isomorphic. Thus it suffices to prove 
that y(<X) Is boundable, where dC is any ordinal num-
ber. 
We shall prove that $(*>) =+ V (P~? {<*!). Let CX, >fc) 
bs an object in J (at ) * We define on P"CK) an 
<*C -nary relation % by: 
fm^ l(i< oc } e Z <»*> there exists cp e ft such that 
/m » cp" f/&) for every /i < oC * 
How, let * J CX, * ) ~ * C % /*>), {w^ } e 7i> . Then there 
exis ts 9? € /* such that /nv * cf~* f /3 ) for every 
/$ < * t . We havePm(f)(^)'Prm^1(fi))^pYi)Pr^)((fi))'Pr^)( 
(((hVB&fofrUfD.k* cfofe/t, me get{prt)(<ma)} e £ . 
Let -F- fX, ft) - * ry , £ ). <?€•*>. Thenfy (7S)//S<-ocie^, 
and {P-U)(cr<cil>j} « iY9>*frY lS)j6£. Thus there exists 
y € /t such that C9 * f)"1(/l) * y^c/h) for every 
/2 < cc* Now, we easi ly derive <p * j a* ip • 
The proof i s finished* 
Corollary. Assuming (M), the category of differentiab-
le manifolds and a l l the i r differentiable mappings i s bound-
able* 
Amendment. I t follows from § 2 that the selective func-
tors play an important role in ful l embeddings into catego-
r ies of algebras* However, the fact that P4" i s not selec-
tive does not mean e.g. that *V(P*1 A. ) cannot be fully em-
bedded into #£ * Now| we are going to show that the concept 
of se lect iv i ty can be generalized in a natural way* By th is 
generalization we shal l show as an example that V ( P*, £>) 
i s boundable* 
Return for a moment to the definit ion of a selective 
functor. The reason why we have used the categories T(lt A ) 
in the definit ion is the fact that we knew beforehaad that 
T( 1, &) i s boundable. Now we have a wider supply of bound-
able categories* I t turns out to be worthwhile to define a 
more general notion* 
Let 4L.T({F„AL\i,*J}9 ^vTCiG-Ki^me (&}) 
be categories. A set functor F i s called selective from 
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& by fteane of it , i f there ie $ . (H ̂  it such that 
0 « $ « F - a and F is one-to-one* 
An evident analogon of theorems 5 and 6 ia: 
Theorem 18. Let F be a selective functor from 
T{FL,AjL€ J}) by means of TCiG^,^ I K € K } ) • 
Then T(if^^u\t€J],(Ff^))^T({Gtt9^t\9teKj,(l^))^ 
Theorem 19, P+ ia a selective functor from T by 
means of f1 rCP", < I f t U , f ' f 31 » • 
PrjBfiC. If X ia a set , -fi A -> Y a morphiam in 
r , we put $CX)-rrp^a; ,^ ,^ ,^*^ $ ^ ) - P*ff>, where: 
^ ia a unary relation on P*YX) defined by Xi * ^1<^
> 
++X<~{x * ( i . e . X, la a one point aet; ttt ia a terna-
ry relation on P*(X) defined by: 
<Xi9XtfX$i € / ^ ^ X , u Xz - Xj ; 
/t* ia a unary relation on P"(P4'(X)) defined by: 
If «fc e*P~CP+CX)) ( i # e # <gfc i s a system of subsets of 
X ) , then {<€&Je i* i f and only i f -f*.* $ e <0£, * e J , 
implies .U. {x+ } e <€% ( i . e . i f tf£ contains a family of 
one point se t s , then i t contains also ita union). 
.Evidently, i f - f /X- ivy , then P+f f ) la compatible 
with /tf and * 2 , P~CP*Y*)) ia compatible with /** * 
Let Ti P + CX) -+ P+ (Y) be eompatible with /cf 
and Kt , P~(4) be compatible with /* * , Considering 
compatibility with £.- ? we get that the image of every one 
point aet under ¥ ia a one point set . If a, e A , then 
Au icu\m A , a n d - uaing compatibility with #* - ?(A) u 
u¥({a})=?(A) , i . e . ?(A) a.JtfA?({a}) for every >4c 
C X . The proof wi l l be finished i f we show that 
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? M ) « U %({ai) fe* every A a X . Assume ? M > \ 
N O V A ^ { a ' , 4 ! ^ ' Let #- be a system of all non-
void subsets of ^UA ? ({a} ) . Evidently,{*^/ e /t*. 
Hence the imago of •# under P~(?) mat be also in ths 
•nary relation tt*. But {aie p~(^) (&) for every ae A 
and A 4 P~(f) (&). We have got a contradiction* Ths theo-
rem is proved* 
It follows from boundability of P" ? theorems 18,19 
and corollary 1: 
Theorem 20* Assuming (a*), TCP4', .A ) is boundable 
for any type 
Observe, that this way we have obtained a new proof 
of Theorem 14, as the category of proximity spaces is a 
full subcategory of T C P + 7 < 2 } ) . 
A very general notion is defined in £4J, namely a me-
rotoplc space. It is easy to see that the category of me-
rotople spaces and all their merotopically continuous map-
pings is a full aubcategory of T(P\ P+, <A} ) . We are 
going to sketch a proof that also this category is (assu-
ming (if)) boundable* It is possible to show - applying two 
times a slightly modified proof of Theorea 19 - that P*« P+ 
is selective from T by means otTKP*;<f4,1}),Cl,{1,191t3,3p)0 
First, we consider only systems containing one set (we dis-
tinguish them by means of a unary relation on 1 ), then 
we distinguish systems containing only one one-point set 
and repeat the proof of Theorem 19* Then we proceed to sys-
tems containing more sets and apply once more the proof of 
theorem 19• 
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